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Thermodiffusion of citrate-coated g Fe2 O3 nanoparticles in aqueous dispersions with tuned counter-ions
– Anisotropy of the Soret coefficient under magnetic
field
M. Kouyaté,a C. L. Filomeno,a,b G. Demouchy,a,‡ G. Mériguet,a S. Nakamae,c V. Peyre,a
M. Roger,c A. Cēbers,d J. Depeyrot,e E. Dubois,a and R. Perzynski ⇤a

Under a temperature gradient, the direction of thermodiffusion of charged g Fe2 O3 nanoparticles
(NPs) depends on the nature of the counter-ions present in the dispersion, resulting in either positive or negative Soret coefficient. Various counter-ions are probed in finely tuned and well characterized dispersions of citrate-coated NPs at comparable concentrations of free ionic species.
The Soret coefficient ST is measured in stationary conditions together with the mass-diffusion
coefficient Dm using a Forced Rayleigh Scattering method. The strong interparticle repulsion,
determined by SAXS, is also attested by the increase of Dm with NP’s volume fraction F. The
F-dependence of ST is analyzed in terms of thermophoretic and thermoelectric contributions of
the various ionic species. The obtained single-particle thermophoretic contribution of the NPs
(the Eastman entropy of transfer ŜNP ) varies linearly with the entropy of transfer of the counterions. This is understood in terms of electrostatic contribution and of hydration of the ionic shell
surrounding the NPs. Two aqueous dispersions, respectively with ST > 0 and with ST < 0 are then
~ an anisotropy of Dm and of ST is induced while the in-field sysprobed under an applied field H,
~
tem remains monophasic. Whatever the H-direction
(parallel or perpendicular to the gradients ~—T
~
and —F), the Soret coefficient is modulated keeping the same sign as in zero applied field. Infield experimental determinations are well described using a mean field model of the interparticle
magnetic interaction.

1

Introduction

Magnetic fluids 1–4 based on polar media have been proposed as
an alternative to conventional electrolytes in thermoelectric devices 5,6 . In such dispersions, the nanoparticles (NPs), ca. 10 nm
in diameter, bear a large magnetic moment and they also bear
a large surface charge. The response of these dispersions to an
applied gradient of temperature ~—T is then twofold, thermoelectric and thermodiffusive 7–12 . The Seebeck effect 7,13 induces a
local electric field ~E = Se~—T in the dispersion (Se being the Seebeck coefficient) and the Ludwig-Soret effect 14,15 induces a local
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gradient of volume fraction ~—F = FST~—T (ST being the Soret
coefficient). These two effects are intricately connected via the
Eastman entropies of transfer Ŝi ⇤ of the charged species {i} in
the system 16–21 .
It is easy to see that controlling both the magnitude and the
direction of thermodiffusion, either towards cold regions (ST > 0)
or towards hot regions (ST < 0), can be of paramount importance
for thermoelectric applications 22–25 . In 26,27 , we have shown that
the sign of Soret coefficient is controlled by the nature of the interface between the charged NPs and the solvent in which they
are dispersed. It is then related 1) to the nature of the solvent, 2)
to that of the NP-coating and 3) to the kind of counter-ions used
to stabilize the dispersion. In dispersions of magnetic NPs, an applied magnetic field gives a supplementary external parameter for
tuning thermodiffusion 28–30 .
We investigate here in detail a system for which the magnitude

⇤ Ŝi is defined as in 16 Q⇤i /T with Q⇤i the heat of transport of the ionic species {i}.
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and sign of the Soret coefficient is controlled by the nature of the
~ capable
counter-ions, together with an applied magnetic field H
of modulating the ST value whatever its sign. The present system
is an aqueous dispersion of maghemite (g Fe2 O3 ) nanoparticles
at pH = 7 with a volume fraction F, here ranging from 0.5 to
6 %. Thanks to a citrate-coating, the NPs bear a negative surface charge surrounded by positive counter-ions, that provides
the NPs with a dominant electrosteric repulsion, ensuring the colloidal stability of the system even under a large applied magnetic
field 31–33 .
Using a forced Rayleigh Scattering method 34,35 , we determine
the F-dependence of the Soret coefficient ST and that of the
mass diffusion coefficient Dm , at room temperature, for different
monovalent counter-ions X+ , with X+ being either Li+ (lithium),
or Na+ (sodium), or TMA+ (tetramethylammonium) or TBuA+
(tetrabutylammonium). In electrolytes, specific effects of ions
are reported, they are numerous and miscellaneous, on viscosity B-coefficients, on the structure of water, ... 36–40 . Li+ and Na+
are chosen because they are hydrophilic cations while TMA+ and
TBuA+ ions are frequently presented as archetypal hydrophobic
cations 41 . The synthesis method allows the production of a series of dispersions based on the same NPs, only changing the nature of X+ 26 and keeping comparable concentration of free ionic
species. The interparticle repulsion is checked via Small Angle
X-ray Scattering measurements. The NPs electrophoretic charge
and its temperature-dependence (in the vicinity of room temperature) are determined via measurements at very low F of the NPs
electrophoretic mobility and mass diffusion coefficient 42 .
We discuss the results obtained in zero-field in terms of single
nanoparticle thermophoretic contribution (NP’s Eastman entropy
of transfer ŜNP ) and of thermoelectric contribution to ST . A particular focus is given on the X+ -dependence of ŜNP and on the
various contributions to NP’s ionic shielding 11,43,44 .
Finally we present the in-field anisotropy of the diffusion coefficient Dm and of the Soret coefficient ST . The field-dependence of
ST is here adjusted with a mean field model 45 , similar to the one
previously developed to describe the in-field Dm -anisotropy 46,47 .

2

Experimental

2.1

Sample preparation and characterizations

2.1.1

Chemical synthesis

The roughly spherical magnetic NPs are obtained by polycondensation of acidic solutions of FeCl2 and FeCl3 in a strongly
alkaline aqueous medium following Massart’s method 48,49 . The
obtained maghemite (g Fe2 O3 ) nanoparticles are dispersed in an
aqueous nitric acid solution, at 1.5  pH  2. To modify the NP’s
solid/liquid interface within the aqueous solvent, we proceed as
described in 26,27 . The NPs are citrate-coated at room temperature by adding to the acidic dispersion an excess of solid citric
acid (H3 Cit), leading to flocculation. Nitrate ions are washed off
from the stirred flocculate in several steps. At the end, the addition of a controlled aqueous strong base XOH at 0.1 mol L 1 (here
X = Li, Na, TMA or TBuA) allows reaching pH = 7 and obtaining stable dispersions of negatively charged NPs, with different
counter-ions X+ , at a typical volume fraction F ⇠ 4 6 %. The
+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

nature and the amount of the X+ ions introduced in solution are
precisely known. All dispersions presented here are based on the
same initial batch of NPs. An ultracentrifugation of a portion of
the obtained dispersions (2 ⇥ 105 g) is performed. Providing that
the ultracentrifugation does not perturb local equilibria around
NPs, conductivity measurements in the supernatant allow determining concentrations of free citrate co-ions and counterions in
each dispersions. A solution similar to the supernatant is then
used to obtain dilute dispersions at lower F’s. Table 1 collects
the concentration [Cit 3 ]free of free co-ions in the obtained dispersions. The structural surface-charge density is then deduced
from the total quantity of counterions introduced. For all the dispersions, it is 1 ± 0.4 e nm 2 and imparts the dispersions with a
strongly repulsive interaction potential between pairs of NPs. The
in-field colloidal stability of the dispersions is probed by in-field
light scattering 50 up to H = 300 kA m 1 . The size distribution of
the magnetic nanoparticles is determined by magnetization measurements (Vibrating Sample Magnetometer) at room temperature. It is adjusted with a log-normal distribution of diameter,
of polydispersity
q⌦ ↵ index 0.4, leading to a volume-averaged diameter dNP = 3 d03 = 8.5 nm 26 .
2.1.2

Characterization of NP’s dispersions by Small Angle Xrays Scattering

The nanoparticle size distribution and the strong interparticle repulsion (which is on average stronger than that of hard
spheres 27 ) are probed by Small Angle X-rays Scattering (SAXS).
These experiments are performed at the SOLEIL synchrotron
(SWING beam-line, Gif-sur- Yvette, France) at a beam energy
15 keV with a scattering vector Q ranging between 3.2 ⇥ 10 3 Å 1
and 4 ⇥ 10 1 Å 1 . Thanks to a Zimm-plot, we deduce the form
factor of the nanoparticles as a function of the scattering vector Q 26 . Analyzing the SAXS results at finite volume fraction
as formerly described in 26,27 allows to deduce the osmotic compressibility c of the NP system as a function of the NP volume
fraction F. One can model it (as in 26,27,51 ) with the CarnahanStarling expression for effective hard spheres 52,53 of volume fraction Feff (and effective diameter taking in account the screening
length k 1 ) as cCS (Feff ) = c(F). It leads to the value of A2 , the
second virial coefficient of the osmotic pressure P in the dispersion:
◆3
✓
2k 1
F
Feff
, (1)
= 4 eff with Feff = F 1 +
A2 = AHS
2
F
F
dNP
where AHS
2 = 4 is the Hard Sphere value of A2 and dNP the NP
diameter. The values of A2 are also collected in Table 1.
2.2

Electrophoretic charge determination

The dynamic electrophoretic charge number x0 of the NPs and
its derivative dx0 /dT are deduced from measurements of the NP
electrophoretic mobility µ el and of the mass diffusion coefficient
Dm in very dilute colloidal dispersions, and for a temperature T
ranging from 20 C to 40 C, using:
x0 =

kT µ el
eDm

at F ! 0.

(2)

Table 1 Sample characteristics : X+ , NP’s counter-ions in the sample; Dm,0 , NP’s diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution limit as obtained using Eq. 3
with c = cCS (Feff ) (see Eq. 5 ); [Cit 3 ]free , concentration of free citrate species in the sample; A2 , second virial coefficient of the osmotic pressure
(related to the 2-body term in the pair interaction potential between the NPs) as obtained from SAXS determinations of Feff and Eq. 1; k 1 , screening
length deduced from Eq. 1 ; x0 , electrophoretic charge number of the NPs and dx0 /dT, its derivative with respect to temperature, as determined from
electrophoretic and diffusion coefficient measurements at very low F’s (see text); Ŝ+ /kT and ŜNP /kT , the Eastman entropy of transfer of the countercm /kT , electrostatic
ions over kT (from ref. 16 ) and that of NP’s as obtained from the adjustments of ST measurements of Fig 1 by Eqs. 11 and 13; Ŝ NP
contribution to ŜNP /kT as obtained from the capacitor model of Eq. 19.

Counter-ions
X+
TBuA+
TMA+
Na+
Li+

Dm,0
(⇥10 11 m2 s
1.8
1.9
1.8
1.9

1)

[Cit 3 ]free
(mol L 1 )
0.028
0.024
0.027
0.031

A2
14
10.5
13
15.5

k 1
(nm)
2.2
2.0
1.6
2.4

The electrophoretic mobility measurements are performed at
F ⇠ 0.01% with a NanoZS from Malvern (with a dip cell) and
the mass diffusion coefficient is obtained by Quasi-Elastic Light
Scattering (QELS) at F ⇠ 0.2% with a Vasco DLS particle analyzer
from Cordouan Technologies dedicated to dark media, as in 42 .
The values of x0 and dx0 /dT , obtained for the various counterions X+ probed here, are collected in Table 1
2.3 Forced Rayleigh Scattering experiment
To measure the diffusion coefficient Dm at finite concentration
and the Soret coefficient ST , we use here the home-made Forced
Rayleigh Scattering (FRS) † setup which is extensively described
in Ref. 34 .
Light from a high power Hg arc lamp (here modulated at
100 Hz) come through a grid and is focused by a camera lens.
It produces a light intensity grating in the NP’s dispersion, which
is put in a thin optical cell of thickness t = 10 100 µm. Thanks
to the strong optical NP absorption, a thermal grating is quickly
imprinted in the aqueous sample (in a few 100 µs) with a spatial
period L ranging between 80 and 180 µm. Because of the Soret
effect, the nanoparticles then tend to migrate either towards the
hot (thermophilic behavior) or the cold regions (thermophobic
behavior) depending on the colloidal characteristics of the system. This results in a spatial modulation of NP concentration in
the sample. The first order diffraction of a (non-absorbed) He-Ne
laser beam probes both temperature and concentration gratings.
Their temporal evolution timescales differ by more than an order of magnitude and they can be decoupled. It is then possible
to determine the Soret coefficient ST 34 in stationary conditions,
providing a precise knowledge of the dependence of the optical
index of the dispersion on both temperature and NP concentration. Measurements are performed at different L’s and different
powers of the Hg arc-lamp, in order to check the measured ST
coefficient does not depend on these two parameters. A mag~ can be applied in the same plane as the temperature
netic field H
and concentration gratings either parallel or perpendicular to the
~ (direction perpendicular to the fringes and
scattering vector Q

† FRS implies forced inhomogeneities with respect to the spontaneous fluctuations
observed in a classical Rayleigh scattering experiment 35

x0
(at 22.5 C)
40
32
30
28

dx0 /dT
(K 1 )
+0.27
0.03
0.68
0.21

Ŝ+ /kT
(K 1 )
+0.028
+0.014
+0.005
+0.001

ŜNP /kT
(K 1 )
+0.09
0.02
0.13
0.20

cm /kT
Ŝ NP
(K 1 )
0.42
+0.14
+1.20
+0.45

modulus 2p/L). The maximum value of H is 72 kA m 1 . Infield measurements are performed at a ratio t/L < 0.6 in order
to be in the 2D-array conditions. Moreover the magnetic thermal
Rayleigh number Rs,m being here always smaller than 10 5.2 in
our range of parameters (d F/F  5 ⇥ 10 3 , d T /T  8 ⇥ 10 5 in
the concentration and temperature arrays), the measurements are
all performed below the threshold of 2D magnetoconvection 54,55 .

Fig. 1 F-dependence of Soret coefficient ST for four counter-ions X+ : Li+
(lithium), Na+ (sodium), TMA+ (tetramethylammonium), TBuA+ (tetrabutylammonium). Full lines correspond to fits of ST (F) using Eqs. 11
and 13, with ŜNP /kT , as the only free parameter. The obtained values of
ŜNP /kT are given in Table 1.

3
3.1

Results in zero applied field
F-dependence of ST and Dm for the various X+

The coefficients ST and Dm are determined as a function of the
NP’s volume fraction F for the various counter-ions X+ (Table 1)
with [Cit 3 ]free ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10 2 mol L 1 . The F-dependence of ST is
presented in Fig. 1 for the 4 different ions X+ . The sign of ST
is either positive or negative depending on the nature of X+ and
the volume fraction is not able to modify its sign, at least in the
explored range of F.
The same general behaviour of Dm as a function of F is ob+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

tained whatever X+ ; Namely, Dm is an increasing function of F
from an initial value Dm,0 at F = 0. Fig. 2 illustrates this point
for X+ =TBuA+ , Na+ and Li+ (which have very close [Cit 3 ]free
values - see Table 1). This behaviour confirms the strong interparticle repulsion inside the dispersions. Indeed the diffusion coefficient Dm is related to the osmotic pressure P and the local
friction z of the NPs in the colloidal dispersion through the following relation :

ture gradient ~—T , the cooperative flux ~jNP of nanoparticles can
be written as 57–59 :
~jNP =

1 ~
(—P + nŜNP~—T
z

nex0 Sest ~—T ) = ~0

(6)

where ŜNP is the Eastman entropy of transfer of the NPs, e is the
electron charge in absolute value, ex0 the electrophoretic effective charge of the NPs and Sest the Seebeck (thermoelectric) coefficient 7 .

Fig. 2 F-dependence of mass-diffusion coefficient Dm for X+ = TBuA+ ,
Na+ and Li+ ; Open symbols: FRS measurements (same as in Fig. 1);
Full symbols: QELS measurements. The fit corresponds to Eq. 3 with
Eq. 5, Eq. 1 and Table 1 for X+ = TBuA+ .

1 ∂P
1 kT
=
.
z ∂n
z c(F)

Dm =

(3)

where n = F/VNP is the number of NPs per unit volume (VNP being
the NP’s volume) and the osmotic compressibility c of NPs system
is related to P, thanks to :

c(F) =

kT
∂P
∂n

.

(4)

In the framework of Carnahan-Starling formalism of effective
hard spheres, it writes :
cCS (Feff ) =

(1 Feff )4
.
1 + 4Feff + 4F2eff 4F3eff + F4eff

(5)

The full line in Fig. 2 corresponds to Dm = kT /[z cCS (Feff )] for
X+ = TBuA+ with z = 6ph0 RH (RH being the NP’s hydrodynamic
radius, h0 the water viscosity; the F-dependence of the friction
z has been here neglected). At F = 0, c equals 1 and Dm,0 then
writes as Dm,0 = kT /6ph0 RH . Table 1 collects the Dm,0 values for
the different counter-ions X+ , showing that the values are similar
within the error bar ± 0.2 ⇥ 10 12 m2 /s.
3.2 ST - adjustments
In stationary conditions 8,9,42,56,57 , the ionic NPs being submitted to a small concentration gradient ~—n and a small tempera+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

Fig. 3 (a) Ŝ+ -dependence of ŜNP /kT for the various samples; Inset: sketch of the NP’s coated with negative citrate species and then
"dressed" with condensed counter ions, leading an effective charge
(smaller than the structural one due to citrate); (b) F-dependence of SeSt
coefficient for the various samples as obtained from Eq. 13 using adjusted values of ŜNP /kT from Table 1.

The system being stationary, fluxes of all species equal zero 9 ;
NPs flux ~jNP , together with flux ~j+ of the counterions (valence
z+ and number per unit volume n+ ) and flux ~j of the coions (valence z and number per unit volume n ). Writing
~—P = ∂ P ~—n + ∂ P ~—T , it becomes ‡ :
∂n
∂T

✓
~jNP = Dm ~—n + nc 1 ∂ P + ŜNP
kT n ∂ T

◆
ex0 Sest ~—T = ~0

(7)

‡ In ~j+ and ~j , the contribution from the osmotic pressure of the free ions is here
negligible.

~j+

=

~j

=

h
n+
D+ ~—n+ +
Ŝ+
kT
h
n
D ~—n +
Ŝ
kT

i
z+ eSest ~—T = ~0

i
z eSest ~—T = ~0.

(8)
(9)

Here D+ and D are the diffusion coefficients of counter ions
and co-ions, Ŝ+ and Ŝ their Eastman entropy of transfer. The
Ludwig-Soret coefficient ST , which is defined by :
~—n = n ST~—T

(10)

is deduced from Eq. 7 as :
ST = c

h 1 ∂ P Ŝ
NP
+
nkT ∂ T
kT

ex0

Sest i
.
kT

(11)

If the (static) NP’s effective charge is Z, the neutrality of the
dispersion imposes :
(12)

nZ + n+ z+ + n z = 0.

Eliminating with this condition, all the gradients of concentration
with an adapted linear combination of Eqs. 7, 8 and 9, we obtain
the Seebeck coefficient Sest 27 .
The Eastman entropy of transfer of trivalent citrate ions are
unknown. We thus assimilate citrate ions to three (independent)
monovalent ions CH3 COO at the concentration n = 3 nCit 3 .

The Seebeck coefficient 9 then reduces to the following monovalent expression (with z+ = z = 1):
eSest =

n+ Ŝ+

n Ŝ + Znc

⇣

1 ∂P
n ∂T

+ ŜNP

n+ + n + Zncx0

⌘

(13)

ions,
with Eastman entropy of transfer of CH3 COO
Ŝ /kT = +0.008 K 1 17 .
Numerical simulations 19,20 show that the Eastman entropy of
transfer of ions in pure alkali halide aqueous solutions depends
on the ionic concentration. This concentration dependence can
be neglected due to the small values of the present n± (⇠ 9 ⇥
10 2 mol L 1 ), and we then use the values of Ŝ± /kT at 298 K and
zero ionic concentration as given by Ref. 16 .
Eq. 11 is used to fit ST (F) in Fig. 1. In this fit, the interparticle
interaction is taken into account by using c(F) = cCS (Feff ). The
1 ∂P
is positive and frequently
first term in brackets in Eq. 11, nkT
∂T
6
neglected , however it can be calculated from Carnahan-Starling
expression of P for effective hard spheres 27 . It is of the order
of 6 ⇥ 10 3 K 1 for present samples. The effective NP’s charges
Z (static) and x0 (dynamic) are of the same order of magnitude.
For sake of simplicity, we assimilate them to each other in the
fit of ST (F) and the only unknown quantity remaining is then
ŜNP , the Eastman entropy of transfer of the NPs § . The value
of ŜNP /kT obtained from the fit of ST (F) is given in Table 1 for
each of the four counterions X+ . It linearly depends on Ŝ+ /kT ,
as shown by the plot of Fig. 3-a. The NP’s Eastman entropy of
transfer then intimately depend on the nature of the counterions
(i.e. Ŝ+ ) which are condensed in the ionic layer surrounding the

§ All the other quantities entering in Sest (Eq. 13) are known.

nanoparticles.
Fig. 3-b plots the F-dependence of the Seebeck coefficient SeSt ,
for each of the four counterions X+ . Its sign at F = 0 is determined
by the sign of (Ŝ+ Ŝ ). Whatever the initial sign of SeSt , the
presence of nanoparticles, up to F ⇠ 2%, reduces the absolute
value of SeSt . Note that SeSt changes its sign at F > 2% for Na+ ,
remaining very small above F ⇠ 2% in the experimental range.
For TBuA+ counterions, both ŜNP and SeSt are positive, leading
to ST > 0 on the whole range of F. For Li+ counterions, both ŜNP
and SeSt are negative , leading to ST < 0 on the whole range of F.
SeSt being very small for Na+ at F > 2%, the same conclusions as
for Li+ can be drawn. However, for TMA+ , the sign of ST results
from a more subtle competition of sign between ŜNP and SeSt , both
contributions to ST being of opposite sign.

4

In-field results

~ is now applied to the (in-field staAn external magnetic field H
50
ble ) sample during the FRS measurement, leading to fielddependent values of Dm and of ST , as in non-ionic magnetic fluids 28–30 . Dm and ST both depend on the amplitude of the applied field and on its direction. We limit ourselves here to fields
applied in-plane with respect to the sample, either parallel ||
~ || ) or perpendicular ? (field denoted H~? ) to the
(field denoted H
temperature- and concentration-gradients. Fig. 4 and 5 show typ~ || and for
ical in-field anisotropies of Dm and of ST observed for H
H~? for two different samples with citrate-coated NPs dispersed at
the same ionic strength ([Cit 3 ]free = 0.03 mol L 1 ).
The in-field anisotropy of Dm for such ionic samples, measured in the absence of temperature gradient, has been extensively described in 46,47,60 in a mean-field framework. The effective Langevin parameter xe in the ferrofluid being defined as :
xe = x + l gL(xe )

(14)

with x = µ0 µNP H/kT the Langevin parameter, l the mean-field
parameter ¶ , L(x) = cotan(x) 1/x the Langevin function and
g = µ0 mS µNP F/kT the dipolar parameter, µNP and mS being respectively the magnetic moment and the NP’s saturation magnetization, the in-field diffusion coefficient Dm then writes with the
~ either perpendicular (H~? ) or parallel (H~k| ) to the
applied field H
F-gradient :
◆
◆
✓
✓
kT 1
kT 1
H~
H~?
and
Dmk| =
=
al
+ bl al
Dm
z
c
z
c
(15)
with the parameters al and bl given by :
al =
and
bl =

[1

lg

l g L2 (xe )
1 l g L0 (xe )

g L2 (xe )
0
L (xe )] [1 + (1

l )g L0 (xe )]

(16)

.

(17)

¶ We use l = 0.22 as in 32,46,47 , value confirmed by the numerical simulations of Ref. 60 .
Up to g ⇠ 5, it has been shown in Ref. 61 that this simple mean-field model gives same
initial magnetic susceptibility as the second order perturbation model of Ref. 62 with
l = 1/3 and as the mean-spherical model of Ref. 63 .

+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

and field-amplitude is presented in Fig. 5 for the same samples as
in Fig. 4 (same F’s and [Cit 3 ]free ). Fig. 5-a presents the results
for the sample with TBuA+ counter-ions of Fig. 4-a with ST (H =
0) = +0.16 K 1 and Fig. 5-b the results for the sample with
Na+ counter-ions of Fig. 4-b with ST (H = 0) = 2.5 ⇥ 10 2 K 1 .
Whatever the sign of ST (H = 0) and whatever H, the value of
|ST (H|| )| is observed smaller than |ST (H = 0)| and |ST (H? )| larger
than |ST (H = 0)|. No sign change of ST is observed in the experi~
mental range of H.

Fig. 4 H-dependence of Dm in the two directions || and ?, for two different
samples with citrate-coated NPs and [Cit 3 ]free = 0.03 mol L 1 ; (a) sample with same NPs as in Table 1 with X+ = TBuA+ at F = 2.5% with ST > 0
and Dm (H = 0) = 4 ⇥ 10 11 m2 s 1 ; (b) sample A5 of reference 42 with X+
= Na+ at F = 5.9% with ST < 0 and Dm (H = 0) = 5.5 ⇥ 10 11 m2 s 1 ; Full
lines correspond to the adjustments by Eqs. 15, 16 and 17, see text for
the values of parameters l and g.

al is associated with the mean-field dipolar interaction, which
is attractive on average. The term bl is anisotropic and due to
~ || in Maxwell equations along the spatial
the discontinuity of H
inhomogeneities of concentration 3,45–47 . bl is maximum in the
direction parallel to ~—F and null perpendicularly.
Fig. 4-a presents the in-field anisotropy of Dm with respect
to the field-direction and field-amplitude for a sample with the
NPs of Table 1 and TBuA+ counter-ions at a NP volume fraction
F = 2.5%. It is associated to a positive Soret coefficient ST and
also to a positive ŜNP . Fig. 4-b presents the results for sample A5 of
reference 42 with Na+ counter-ions (and slightly larger NPs), at a
NP volume fraction F = 5.9%. This sample is associated to a negative Soret coefficient ST and also to a negative ŜNP . In both cases,
the shape of the anisotropy of Dm is similar (despite the different
nature of the counter-ions) with Dm (H? ) < Dm (H = 0) < Dm (H|| )
and well adjusted with the model of Eqs. 15, 16 and 17 and a
dipolar interaction parameter g = 1.6 for the sample with TBuA+
counter-ions and 4.2 for the sample with Na+ counter-ions (c and
z keeping their zero field value as in Refs. 32,46,47 ). The large difference in g parameter mainly comes from the different F-values
of the two samples.
The in-field anisotropy of ST with respect to the field-direction
+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

Fig. 5 H-dependence of ST for the two samples of Fig. 4 at [Cit 3 ]free =
0.03 mol L 1 ; (a) sample with same NPs as in Table 1 with X+ = TBuA+
at F = 2.5% with ST (H = 0) = + 1.6 ⇥ 10 1 K 1 ; (b) sample A5 of reference 42 with X+ = Na+ at F = 5.9% with ST = 2.5 ⇥ 10 2 K 1 ; Full lines
correspond to the adjustments by Eq. Eqs. 20, 21, 22 and 23, using the
same parameter values as in Fig.4.

5
5.1

Discussion
Zero-field results

The Eastman entropy of transfer of ionic NPs ŜNP , which corresponds to the single-particle thermophoretic contribution, has
been shown to depend on all details of the NP-solvent interface 26,27,42 , namely the NP’s coating, the nature of the solvent,
and in particular here the kind of counter-ions condensed on the
NP’s. For such charged NPs, several mechanisms of ionic shielding 9,12,44,64,65 contribute to ŜNP , which can be written as :
hyd

cm
+ Ŝ NP
ŜNP = Ŝ NP

(18)

hyd

Table 2 Ŝ NP /kT , the hydration contribution of the NP and of its ionic shell
to ŜNP /kT as obtained from Eqs. 18, 19 and Table 1; Dhyd So the standard
entropy of hydration of ions (data from 37,68 ).

ion
TBuA+
TMA+
Na+
Li+

hyd

Ŝ NP /kT (K
+0.51
0.16
1.33
0.65

1)

Dhyd So (J K 1 mol
418
144
111
142

1)

cm is the electrostatic contribution, driven by the buildup
where Ŝ NP
of the NP’s charge and of the ionic shell, usually described with
hyd
the so-called capacitor model, 43,66,67 and Ŝ NP the hydration contribution of the NP and of its ionic shell, usually found negative
hyd
in water 66 . Ŝ NP can be separated into a volume and a surface
contributions 42 .
The capacitor contribution expresses as :

∂
(eZ)2
cm
=
(19)
Ŝ NP
∂ T 2pe0 e(T )dNP (2 + kdNP )

where e(T ) is the relative permittivity of water and where Z is
the static effective charge (taken equal to x0 given in Table 1).
As shown by Table 1, x0 depends here both on temperature and
cm /kT -values range here
on the nature of the counter-ions. The Ŝ NP
1
from - 0.45 to +1.2 K and they strongly depend on dx0 /dT.
hyd
The hydration contribution to ŜNP , deduced from Ŝ NP = ŜNP
cm
Ŝ NP , is presented in Table 2. It is of the same order of magnitude
cm but of opposite sign, both being much larger than Ŝ .
as Ŝ NP
NP
Following a similar line as in Ref. 17 , we tentatively compare
hyd
Ŝ NP /kT with the standard entropy of hydration of free ions (X+ )
as obtained from 37,68 and given in Table 2. Fig. 6 shows that
hyd
Ŝ NP /kT is an increasing function of T Dhyd So for the counterions of Table 1 (full symbols). The screening length k 1 being
here of the order of 2 nm whatever the sample (see inset of Fig. 6
hyd
and Table 1), the values previously obtained for Ŝ NP in Ref. 42
for the A samples with Na+ counter-ions at k 1 = 1.3 nm and 3.2
nm k are also given for comparison in Fig. 6 (open symbols).
hyd
As expected Ŝ NP /kT is negative for Li+ , Na+ and TMA+ (for
which it is close to zero) and the value for Na+ is well comparable
to those obtained at slightly different k 1 in Ref. 42 . However
the positive hydration contribution obtained with TBuA+ counterions strongly differs. Indeed it has been shown in Ref. 41,69 that
TBuA+ ions are large and penetrable (soft) thanks to their four
linear arms, and much larger than TMA+ ions which are spacefilling (hard), a shape which is closer to that of Na+ or Li+ ions
even if significantly larger.
The present result has also to be compared with the FRS measurements of Ref. 21 on pure electrolytes, showing that the slope
∂ ST /∂ T of (TBuA+ ,OH ) aqueous solutions is negative, while it
is positive for (TMA+ ,OH ) solutions, as usually observed for
alkali halide salt solutions under thermal gradients 18 . TBuA+
counter-ions thus appears much more hydrophobic than TMA+

k i.e. Aqueous dispersions of citrate-coated NPs with a slightly larger dNP .

hyd

Fig. 6 Main: Hydration contribution Ŝ NP to the NP entropy of transfer
ŜNP , normalized by kT as a function of T Dhyd So (Dhyd So , standard entropy of hydration of free ions X+ ); Comparison between present results
(full circles at k 1 = 2 ± 0.5 nm) and those of Ref. 42 with Na+ counterions (open circle at k 1 = 1.3 nm and open square at k 1 = 3.2 nm );
dashed line is a guide for the eye; Inset: Scheme of a citrate-coated
NP dressed with its condensed counter-ions and of its surrounding ionic
shell, of thickness k 1 in the ionic dispersion.

counter-ions 70 , in good agreement with our observations.
5.2 In-field results
The in-field anisotropy of ST has been described recently in the
~ in Ref. 45 , including
same framework as that of Eq. 15 for Dm (H)
derivatives of the NP’s chemical potential with respect to temperature. Note that here the Eastman entropy of transfer of the NP’s
~ The anisotropic in-field Soret cois supposed independent on H.
~ then writes as :
efficient ST (H)
~

STH? =

kT

and
H~

ST k| =

kT

⇣

⇣

1
1
c

al

⌘

1
1
c

+ bl

al



⌘

1 ∂ PH=0
+ ŜNP
n ∂T



1 ∂ PH=0
+ ŜNP
n ∂T

ex0 Sest + kS1

ex0 Sest + k (S1

S 2 = bl

S2 )
(21)

with the parameters S1 and S2 given by :
◆
✓
xe L(xe )
sinh(xe )
S1 =
ln
1 l g L0 (xe )
xe
and

(20)

xe L0 (xe )
.
L(xe )

(22)

(23)

These equations, while different from the in-field equations of
the diffusion coefficient, however involve the same two parameters l (mean field parameter, here fixed to 0.22) and g (dipolar
interaction parameter). We thus use in Fig. 5 the same fitting parameter g as in Fig. 4, which gives a quite reasonable agreement
with experimental results, both for positive ST (H = 0) (TBuA+
counter-ions) and for negative ST (H = 0) (Na+ counter-ions).
+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>
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Summary – Perspectives

Thermodiffusive properties of aqueous dispersions based on
citrate-coated NPs with various kinds of counter-ions are here
explored. The structural charge of the NPs, which is partially
compensated by some condensed counter-ions, imparts a strong
interparticle electrosteric repulsion to the dispersions. Their colloidal stability is probed by small angle x-rays scattering in zero
magnetic field. It allows the determination of the second virial
coefficient A2 of the osmotic pressure (related to the two-bodies
term of the interparticle potential). In-field stability is probed by
light scattering up to 300 kA m 1 .
Using Forced Rayleigh Scattering, it is shown that the direction
of NP’s thermodiffusion in a gradient of temperature is closely
connected with the nature of the counter-ions condensed on
the NPs. Small hydrophilic counter-ions such as Na+ lead to a
thermophilic behaviour (Soret coefficient ST < 0) while big hydrophobic ions such as TBuA+ lead to a thermophobic behaviour
(ST > 0). Increasing the NP’s volume fraction F at constant ionic
strength decreases the Soret coefficient in absolute value whatever the nature of counter-ions, without changing the sign of ST ,
thus the direction of thermodiffusion in the temperature gradient.
The volume fraction dependence of ST is well described by the
proposed model, involving a Seebeck (thermoelectric) contribution resulting from the electric field produced by all ionic species
that are present in the temperature gradient. This Seebeck contribution to ST appears particularly intricate, while its value at
F = 0 is directly connected to the difference of entropy of transfer
Ŝ+ Ŝ between the two kinds of free ions present in the dispersion, its volume fraction dependence is, after a first decrease in
absolute value, very difficult to predict.
The model indeed also involves the single-particle thermophoretic contribution of the NPs (or equivalently their Eastman entropy of transfer ŜNP ) which is here determined. It is (in
absolute value) of the same order of magnitude as the thermoelectric contribution, and it is found directly proportional to the
Eastman entropy of transfer of the counter-ions (here Ŝ+ ). The
single-particle thermophoretic contribution ŜNP contains several
ionic-shielding contributions associated to electrostatic and hydration of the NP’s ionic shell. For Li+ , Na+ and TMA+ counterions, the hydration contribution is found negative as expected,
while it is found positive for the big TBuA+ counter-ions. It would
be interesting in the future to probe for these counter-ions, the hydration contribution as a function of the volume of the ionic-shell
(thus as a function of the ionic strength and/or NP’s diameter) as
it has already been performed in 42 for Na+ counter-ions.
The observed in-field anisotropy of diffusion coefficient Dm and
of Soret coefficient ST is well described by the proposed meanfield model, with only one (and the same) adjustable g parameter. The application of a magnetic field, as well, does not produce any modification in the sign of the Soret coefficient which
~ the
keeps its zero-concentration sign whatever F and applied H,
direction of thermodiffusion in the temperature gradient remaining ruled by the nature of the counter-ions. However whatever
the system an applied field perpendicular to ~—T always increases
the Soret coefficient ST in absolute value, suggesting an increase
+PVSOBM/BNF <ZFBS> <WPM>

of the Seebeck contribution in thermoelectric measurements performed under an applied field perpendicular to the temperature
gradient ~—T .
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